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ABSTRACT
The Planet Formation Imager (PFI) project aims to provide a strong scientific vision for ground-based optical
astronomy beyond the upcoming generation of Extremely Large Telescopes. We make the case that a break-
through in angular resolution imaging capabilities is required in order to unravel the processes involved in planet
formation. PFI will be optimised to provide a complete census of the protoplanet population at all stellocentric
radii and over the age range from 0.1 to ∼ 100 Myr. Within this age period, planetary systems undergo dra-
matic changes and the final architecture of planetary systems is determined. Our goal is to study the planetary
birth on the natural spatial scale where the material is assembled, which is the “Hill Sphere” of the forming
planet, and to characterise the protoplanetary cores by measuring their masses and physical properties. Our
science working group has investigated the observational characteristics of these young protoplanets as well as
the migration mechanisms that might alter the system architecture. We simulated the imprints that the planets
leave in the disk and study how PFI could revolutionise areas ranging from exoplanet to extragalactic science.
In this contribution we outline the key science drivers of PFI and discuss the requirements that will guide the
technology choices, the site selection, and potential science/technology tradeoffs.
Keywords: planet formation, protoplanetary disks, extrasolar planets, high angular resolution imaging, inter-
ferometry
1. INTRODUCTION
Planet formation is one of the most fascinating and most active areas in contemporary astrophysics, linking
the field of star formation with exoplanet research and with the quest for understanding the origin of our solar
system.
The more than 2000 exoplanetary systems that have been discovered so far show a surprising diversity in
architecture, featuring planet populations such as the “Hot Jupiters” and the “Super-Earths” that are not
observed in our solar system. In order to explain this diversity, theoreticians consider different planet formation
scenarios and simulate the dynamical mechanisms that could alter the system architecture following the birth of
the planetary cores.
The most commonly discussed planet formation scenarios are the “core accretion” and the “gravitational
instability” (GI) scenarios. Terrestrial planets can only form once the gaseous disk has dissipated, and the
formation and stability of terrestrial planets depends critically on giant planet formation.1
In the core accretion scenario,2 the agglomeration of dust grains leads to the formation of solid cores of 5-10
Earth masses. Then the cores start to accrete a significant amount of gas from the protoplanetary disk. The gas
accretion continues at a roughly constant rate over a few million years, until a total mass of 20-30 Earth masses
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is reached; finally, when the mass in the gas envelope is about equal to the core-mass, the gas gravitationally
collapses onto the planet: the mass of the planet grows exponentially and reaches hundreds of Earth masses in
∼ 10 000 years.2 This model explains well the internal structure of the gas giant planets in our solar system and
is believed to work effectively in the inner few astronomical unit (au) of the disk. However, the core accretion
model also encounters some fundamental problems – for instance, the planetary cores should undergo a fast
orbital migration toward the central star (”Type I” migration3) and could be lost before having a chance to
accrete a massive atmosphere.
Planet formation through gravitational instabilities,4–6 on the other hand, is believed to operate primarily in
the outer disk regions (on scales of tens to hundreds of AU) and in the earliest stages of disk evolution, when
self-gravity effects can cause parts of the disk to fragment (Figure 1). In contrast to the core accretion model,
the key component that is important in forming the core is the gas, and hence gaseous cores form. This may
well be the case for Jupiter,7 though the capture of solid material to form a core after the fragmenting stage in
a gravitationally unstable disk has also been proposed.8
The goal of the PFI project is to advance our understanding of the physical processes involved in planet
formation by observing these processes on the spatial scale where the planets are assembled, which is the cir-
cumplanetary disk. This poses strong requirements that can only be achieved with a future telescope facility,
whose primary science goals will be:
(a) to detect planets at all stello-centric radii and to build a complete picture of where planets form in disks,
(b) to characterise the detected protoplanets with spectroscopy and to measure their masses from the kine-
matics in their circumplanetary disk,
(c) to trace the planet population as function of time in order to understand the influence of planet-disk
interaction mechanisms and other dynamical effects that determine the final system architecture.
Achieving our goals will revolutionize our understanding of the planet formation process, deepen our under-
standing of the architecture of exoplanetary systems, and provide direct insights into the history of our own solar
system. It will allow us to relate exoplanet composition properties to the formation and migration history of the
planets.
Based on our science objectives it is clear that a key requirement for PFI is its angular resolution. We need
to resolve the circumplanetary disk around the forming planet which scales with the gravitational sphere of
influence, or ”Hill sphere” RH , of the planet. For a planet of mass m, orbiting a star of mass M on a circular
orbit with radius a, the radius of the Hill sphere can be approximated as (ref.9)
RH ≈ a
( m
3M
)1/3
. (1)
Accordingly, the Hill sphere of a Jupiter-mass planet at the location of Jupiter in our solar system is 0.35 au and
0.07 au for a Jupiter-mass planet at a = 1 au. Assuming that the target star is located in a nearby star-forming
region (distance 140 pc) and that the circumplanetary disk extends to ∼ 0.3RH (ref.10), we need to resolve
angular sizes of about 0.7 mas and 0.2 mas.
These angular scales are one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the diffraction-limited resolution of the
upcoming generation of Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) at near-infrared wavelengths. Therefore, we plan
PFI as an interferometric telescope array that features kilometric baselines and operates at the relevant infrared
wavelengths. The general science motivation and technology perspective for PFI have already been outlined in
our 2014 proceeding papers (Kraus et al.,11 Monnier et al.,12 Ireland & Monnier13). Therefore we focus in this
article on giving a brief update on the organisational structure of the Science Working Group (SWG) that we
have set up and on outlining some initial results and conclusions. The activities in the Technical Working Group
(TWG) are outlined in several separate articles in these proceedings (Ireland et al., Monnier et al., Baron et al.,
Mozurkewich et al., Minardi et al., Besser et al., Petrov et al.).
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Figure 1. Simulation of a gravitationally unstable disk around a 0.3 M protostar. The simulation covered ∼ 16 000 years
and were computed for a disk with an outer radius of 400 au. The colour scale indicates the logarithm of surface density,
ranging from 0.1 – 300 g cm−2. The disk is gravitationally unstable, which leads to formation of spiral waves and causes
the disk to collapse into a bound protoplanetary fragment in the final panel. Credit: Boley et al.14
2. THE PFI SCIENCE WORKING GROUP
The PFI science working group is responsible for developing the top-level science requirements of PFI. In early
2014, we issued an open call to the star & planet formation, exoplanet, and high-angular resolution imaging
communities and invited interested scientists to contribute to our effort. This call resulted in an overwhelming
response of more than 120 scientists that expressed their interest. More than 70 scientists have already actively
contributed towards our science whitebook.
The SWG is structured in 10 groups that investigate different aspects of the primary and of auxiliary science
drivers. In the following sections we outlined the topics investigated by our SWG groups, and present some
preliminary results.
The full work will be published as a collection of 10 individual articles in a peer-reviewed journal.
2.1 Protoplanetary Disk Structure & Disk Physics
Protostellar disks provide both the raw materials for planet formation and the environment where the planets are
assembled. They control when and where planets can form, and which elements are available to be incorporated
in their cores & atmospheres. Thus one of the main roadblocks to understanding planet formation is that we
know so little about the basic processes governing the disks’ evolution.
This working group investigates fundamental questions related to disk physics that could be addressed with
PFI: How is orbital angular momentum extracted from accreting material? What is the nature of the flows in the
disks’ interiors and atmospheres? How does the dust evolve over time? How are outflows launched, accelerated,
and collimated? How are the gas and dust removed as the disks disperse?
The mid-infrared N band (8-13µm) is a particularly interesting wavelength band for disk studies with PFI,
as it provides access to strong molecular and solid-state spectral features, including the 10 µm silicate band,
several polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon bands, and lines of water, OH, carbon monoxide and dioxide, and simple
organic molecules such as HCN and C2H2 (ref.
15). Spatially-resolved imaging in these lines offers opportunities
to probe the radial distribution and transport of the gas and solid particles,16 the chemical reprocessing of the
primordial materials by stellar UV radiation,17 and the mixing between surface layers and interior.18
We also consider the case for implementing a polarimetric mode that could map the magnetic field strength
in the inner regions of protoplanetary and/or circumplanetary disks in Zeeman-split spectral lines.
2.2 Protoplanet Detection
This group reviews our knowledge about the observational characteristics of young planets, considering both
the thermal emission from the planet surface and of the viscously-heated circumplanetary disk. Accreting
circumplanetary disks can release a large amount of thermal energy due to the small size and deep potential of
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Figure 2. The SEDs of accreting circumplanetary disks at 100 pc (black curves). The product of the planet mass and the
disk accretion rate ranges from 10−7 to 10−4 M2Jyr
−1. The coloured curves show the SED of a 1 Myr old planet based on
the “hot start” (red curve) and “cold start” models (blue curve),22 where the top curves correspond to a 10 MJ planet
and the bottom curve for a 1 MJ planet. For another comparison, the green curve is the SED of the protostar GM Aur
(model spectrum from23) scaled to 100 pc. At the top of each panel, the black curves indicate the transmission functions
of J , H, K, L′, M , and N bands. Credit: Zhu19
the planet.19 A moderately accreting circumplanetary disk (M˙ ∼ 10−8M yr−1; enough to form a 10 MJ planet
within 1 Myr) around a 1 MJ planet has a maximum temperature of ∼2000 K and an accretion luminosity of
Ldisk =
GMJM˙
2RJ
= 1.5× 10−3L , (2)
which is as bright as a late M-type brown dwarf20,21 or a 10 MJ planet in a “hot start” model (where RJ is the
Jupiter radius and M˙ is the accretion rate on the planet). Model spectral energy distributions for circumplanetary
accretion disks with different accretion rates are shown in Figure 2.
For spectroscopic observations, CO2, CH4, C2H2, and NH3 all have strong bands in the near- and mid-
infrared. The M band includes the fundamental CO lines that could be suitable for tracing the kinematics of
the circumplanetary disk, although confusion with CO emission from the circumstellar disk might be a problem.
A better line tracer might be H2O, in particular beyond the ice line, where local heating of the accreting planet
might provide the predominant mechanism for producing gas-phase water. The L, M , and N bands contain also
various line transitions from the Pfund and Humphrey series that might be suitable for tracing the hot gas in
the circumplanetary disk and the accretion shock onto the planet.
2.3 Planet Formation Signatures in Pre-Main-Sequence Disks
After a planet has formed it will interact with the parent disk. The planet can alter the structure of the
surrounding disk for instance by launching spiral density waves both inside and outside of the planetary orbit.
Massive planets are capable of opening low density gaps in the disk or excite local and global disk eccentricity
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 9907  99071K-5
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Figure 3. DACE population synthesis models26–28 (population CD753) at time steps of 0.3, 1, and 10 Myr. PFI will
provide a complete picture of the protoplanet population at these age bins and above a certain mass threshold, which will
allow us to much-needed input to constrain these theoretical predictions. Credit: Data Analysis Center for Exoplanets
(DACE), University of Bern (https://dace.unige.ch/evolution/index)
(Rega´ly et al.24,25). Multiple planets may open several individual gaps or wide common gaps depending on their
orbital radius. Dust particles may get trapped at pressure maxima at the inner and outer edges of the gap.
However, the disk influences their embedded planets as well. Angular momentum exchange between the planet
and the disk results in the change of the semi-major axis of the planetary orbit, resulting in the migration of
embedded planets. The detailed disk properties determine the migration speed as well as the eccentricity and
inclination evolution of the planetary orbits.
Using detailed hydrodynamic simulations, this group investigates the observability of planet-disk interactions,
for instance through spiral arms, warps, kinematical signatures, or disk shadows. We determine how these disk
features can be used to infer the presence and properties of embedded planets, also by combining PFI imaging
with complementary constraints from ALMA or the ELTs.
2.4 Exoplanetary System Architecture
This group simulates the ”initial” exoplanet distribution for different formation mechanisms (core accretion, GI,
...) and considers the physical mechanisms that are thought to affect the architecture of (exo)planetary systems,
including inward/outward migration and trapping in migration traps (like dead zones or disk truncation points).
We use state-of-the-art population synthesis models to predict how the planet population changes during the
age range covered by PFI (see Figure 3). Our aim is to identify the main sources of uncertainties in current
population models and discuss how PFI will be able to capture the changes in system architecture as they happen
(by observing a statistically significant number of systems in different age bins and then comparing the resulting
distributions).
2.5 Planet Formation in Multiple Systems
Multiplicity is a commonplace property of star formation and planetary systems are found to exist in a broad
range of multiple systems. Binary systems offer a variety of possible configurations, with planets orbiting one of
the system’s components (so called S-type planets) or located on a circumbinary orbit (P-type planets). Both of
these types have been observed by the Kepler spacecraft: the most compact S-type giant planet-bearing binary
system known to date is γ Cep,29 whose binary semi-major axis is 20 au, only 10-times wider than the planets
orbit. Regarding P-type systems, one of the most remarkable Kepler discovery is that of several circumbinary
planets within mature systems (e.g. Kepler 16, ref.30). These observations provide a renewed motivation for
dedicated studies aimed at understanding how the physics of planet formation is affected by the presence of stellar
companions. PFI, with its unprecedented imaging fidelity coupled with exquisite interferometric resolution will
enable studies that directly probe the dynamical processes at play in such an environment.
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PFI will be able to quantify
(a) the effect that the presence of the stellar companion has on the overall structure of protoplanetary disks,
(b) how the presence of a stellar companion modifies the interaction of a newly-formed planet with its parent
disk (planetary accretion, gap opening, migration, eccentricity; e.g. Kley et al.,31 Rega´ly et al.32)
(c) the timescales on which the influence of a stellar companion affects the properties of a newly formed
planetary system, and
(d) how these effects depend on the mass, semi-major axis, eccentricity, and relative inclination of the binary
orbit with respect to the disk.
This will provide critical insights on the formation of planetary systems in the context of multiple stellar systems,
and how it relates to planet formation around single stars.
2.6 Late Stages of Planet Formation
Contemporary studies suggest that the (originally gas-rich) primordial disks will dissipate rapidly (e.g. ref.33,34).
The large majority of the gas content is believed to be removed from the circumstellar disk by photo-evaporation;
a pressure driven wind of gas heated by high-energy radiation will efficiently deplete the disk of its gas content,
even at large separation (see ref.35 for a recent review). The disk depletion leaves a ’debris disk’ behind, whose
small dust grain population can be replenished by planetesimal collisions. What makes debris disks so interesting
is not only the origin or their existence but the signatures left on the dust from the surrounding environment
that can let us probe hidden components of the planetary systems. The detection of these signatures at the
highest resolution and smaller inner working angle would be a priority for PFI.
Another intriguing science case is to search for giant impact events that are believed to mark the late stages
of planet formation and that might also have been involved in the formation of the Earth-Moon system.36 In
evolved disks (ages & 100 Myr), where most of the circumstellar dust has already been dispersed, such dust-
creating events should be detectable as a strong circumplanetary excess of small dust grains.
2.7 Star Forming Regions / Target Selection
The success of PFI will crucially depend on the identification of the most promising targets for directly imaging
planets during formation. In order to build up good statistics on the physics and diversity of planet formation
pathways, this group seeks to identify a statistically significant number of targets in a number of astrophysically
relevant “bins”. We consider each of these parameters: disk structure (i.e. tracing the evolution from massive
protostellar disks to T Tauri disks, to transitional disks, and debris disks), stellar age (i.e. tracing the emergence
of planetary system architectures across the planet formation epoch from <1 Myr up to ∼100 Myr), stellar mass
(i.e. including both low-mass, solar-type T Tauri stars as well as intermediate-mass Herbig AeBe stars), and
star-forming environment (i.e. including stars in both extreme environments such as dense OB clusters and in
loose associations).
We created a list of 49 star-forming regions that could be targeted by PFI, including massive clusters, loose
associations, and moving groups. From this list, we compiled a comprehensive target catalogue and determined
the number of individual stars that would be accessible as function of limiting magnitude for the fringe tracking
and science beam combination instrument. We also considered how the number of potential targets would vary
for different observatory locations, namely in the Southern US, Chile, and Antarctica. Assuming a sensitivity
of K=12 mag and F8µm > 10 mJy (total flux), we find that about 2000 targets would be accessible from a
Southern-US or Chilean site (Figure 4, top). This number is about 5-times lower from a potential Antarctica
site (∼ 350; Figure 4, bottom), due to the worse sky coverage at this extreme latitude. Therefore, the sensitivity
requirements would need to be lowered if one would like to benefit from the superior atmospheric conditions at
Antarctica.
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Figure 4. Number of targets accessible from a location in the Southern-US (top left), Chile (top right), and Antarctica
(bottom), assuming a fringe tracker limiting magnitude of K < 12.
2.8 Secondary Science Cases: Exoplanets around Main-Sequence Stars
PFI will be able to contribute to exoplanet studies by characterising the properties of exoplanet host stars, both
with respect to their fundamental parameters and the characterisation of stellar activity/noise.
Furthermore, we should be able to detect the brightest Hot Jupiters directly and to measure their astrometric
orbits, which would remove the inclination degeneracy and result in a reliable mass determination for bright
non-transiting systems, such as 51 Peg. The resulting spectra would allow us to determine the atmospheric
composition and to detect molecular bands, for instance associated with H2O, CO, CO2, and CH4. We will
search for chemical gradients between the day and night side in tidally locked planets and gain new insights on
the presence/absence of clouds and hazes.
2.9 Secondary Science Cases: Stellar Astrophysics
With its unique angular resolution, PFI has the potential to deliver breakthroughs in several fields of stellar
astrophysics. Depending on the wavelength band chosen for the final design, the instrument will allow us to
image the stellar surfaces and/or circumstellar environment of stars at various evolutionary stages. The recent
studies of the stratification of the dynamic atmosphere of evolved stars (see ref.37 or Paladini in this proceeding)
are so far limited to nearby objects with solar metallicity. Such kind of works, especially when it comes to
comparison with model atmospheres, are hampered by distance uncertainties.38 A PFI design including baselines
of the order of 1-up-to few km will certainly allow us to fully resolve giant stars in galactic globular clusters. A
design including baseline lengths of about 4 km (L band) would allow to push the observations to the Magellanic
Clouds. In both cases, by resolving the atmospheres of these giant stars, PFI will play a key role in the ongoing
discussion of how the mass-loss process acts for stars with different metallicities.
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Other key science cases identified involve the study of circumstellar envelopes of Cepheids, as well as the
characterisation of Cepheids in binary systems; the weather patterns on white dwarf stars, and the accretion of
matter onto black-hole in X-ray binaries.
2.10 Secondary Science Cases: Extragalactic Science & Cosmology
There are various fields in extragalactic astrophysics and cosmology that could profit from the high-angular
resolution capabilities provided by PFI. The classical application of infrared interferometry in the field is spatially
resolving the parsec-scale dusty environment of active galactic nuclei (AGN). We have now a sample of nearly
50 objects for which size and orientation of the dusty region could be constrained. However, except for the two
brightest objects – NGC 1068 and the Circinus galaxy – the current baseline limit of 130 m does not allow us
to formally resolve the torus. Interestingly, in the few objects with the best intrinsic resolution, we have clear
evidence that the distribution of the dust in not as expected in the current torus paradigm. We rather see a
two-component medium, of which the dominant one is suggested to be a dusty wind. The kilometric baselines
of PFI are required to image the brightness distribution and to separate the different emission components for
a large sample of AGN. For instance, with sensitivity of K=13, approximately 100 AGN at distances out to
1000 Mpc could be resolved with PFI.
Resolving a large sample of AGN would also open new applications in cosmology, where the Hubble constant
H0 is a key parameter in the “λ Cold Dark Matter (λCDM)” standard model for the state of the universe. H0
relates the recession velocities of (local) galaxies, or their redshift, to their distance. While this relation naturally
makes H0 important to determine extragalactic distances from redshifts, the reverse also holds true: if we know
direct distances to extragalactic sources, we will be able to determine H0. However, these distances estimates are
very limited. The classical approach to measuring distances and, therefore, estimate the Hubble constant uses a
set of direct and indirect distance indicators, starting from parallax measurements in the Galaxy to Cepheids in
satellites and nearby galaxies and finally type Ia supernovae (SN Ia) further away. This ”cosmic distance ladder”
hinges on a few key direct measurements that anchor the indirect ”standard candles” where the luminosity of
the source is correlated to some observable property (e.g. variability period in Cepheids or width of brightness
peak of SN Ia). Ho¨nig et al.39 proposed to combine near-infrared continuum reverberation mapping with optical
interferometry to measure the geometric distance to AGN. This method makes use of the fact that the near-IR
emission originates within a ring of hot dust at about the dust sublimation radius of the dusty torus, which
surrounds the black hole and accretion disk in AGN. An illustration of the “dust parallax distance” method is
shown in Figure 5. Ho¨nig et al.40 showed that such distance measurements are very precise (∼10% uncertainty),
even if the data are unfavorable, by determining the distance to NGC4151 (D = 19.0+2.6−2.4 Mpc). PFI could
observe a suitably sized sample of AGN that would allow reducing the error to the percent level and make
this method a competitor for cosmology. PFI imaging will remove uncertainties about asymmetric/anisotropic
emission in the torus and allow us to image the propagation of the ”heating wave” in real time.
3. CONCLUSIONS
Since the inception of the project about two years ago, we have set up a strong science working group that is
investigating the key science drivers for PFI. The highest science priority for PFI is the detection and character-
isation of protoplanets during the formation process. The ELTs will be able to detect protoplanets in the outer
disk regions (tens to hundreds of au), where planets form likely predominantly through gravitational instabilities.
However, the majority of planets is expected to form at smaller separations (few au) through a fundamentally
different mechanism, namely core accretion. This planet population is inaccessible with ALMA and the ELTs and
PFI will be the only facility that will be able to detect these close-in planets, revealing the complete protoplanet
population at all stellocentric radii. Most importantly, PFI will be able to trace the evolution of the planet
population as a function of time and thereby unravel the dynamical processes that govern the final architecture
of planetary systems.
In order to finalise the technical design for PFI, it is essential to converge on the optimal observing band,
where the L/M band or N band are the most suitable choices.
Our preliminary results indicate that the shorter-wavelength L and M bands are optimal for detecting the
circumplanetary disk in spectral line tracers. Line observations offer the prospect to detect even very low-mass
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Figure 5. Illustration of the ”dust parallax distance” measurement method. Using simple geometry, the distance to an
AGN can be calculated from the angular size and physical size of the hot dust ring around the supermassive black hole.
While reverberation mapping (left) enables us to determine the physical size of the ring (from the time lag between optical
and near-infrared emission), the angular size can be measured by infrared interferometers such as PFI (right). Credit:
Ho¨nig et al.
protoplanets and to derive the planet mass from the kinematics of the circumplanetary disk. However, given
the remaining uncertainties on the accretion properties of protoplanets, it is currently difficult to predict firm
detection thresholds. The line detection method is also more tailored for detecting young protoplanets, but not
able to trace the planets in the debris disk phase when accretion has ceased. These line-detection observations of
the protoplanets could likely be achieved with a smaller number of apertures and with shorter baseline lengths,
relaxing some of the technical requirements.
The N band, on the other hand, would be the optimal choice for tracing the thermal emission of the pro-
toplanets as they cool in the first ∼ 100 Myr. The 10µm dust continuum would also be optimal to image
planet-induced disk structures and to characterise their dust mineralogy. However, for continuum detection, the
contrast requirements are higher than for line detections and a large number of apertures is required to image the
complex structures. The N band hydrogen recombination lines might be suitable for tracing the circumplanetary
accretion disk and the accretion shock onto the planet, although these lines are weaker than the L/M band line
tracers.
Based on these considerations we conclude that the science goals could be achieved either with an L/M
band or N band-optimised variant of PFI, where we derive different requirements for these bands concerning
sensitivity, spectral resolution, contrast, and imaging fidelity. The TWG will balance our science considerations
against the technical readiness and cost driver considerations when choosing the optimal design.
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